


WelcomeWelcomeWelcome
to

Cabin Bluff

Absolutely insulated, and tucked between towering pines and the sparkling 

Cumberland River lies Cabin Bluff.

Established in 1928, Cabin Bluff has long attracted Presidents and 

distinguished sporting enthusiasts as a world-class hunting and fishing 

destination. Today, that distinction remains unchanged.

As one of the finest retreat facilities in North America, only a handful of 

properties can match the scope of Cabin Bluff’s services. And by design, 

only a few people will ever experience them.

A productive day with good company and breathtaking 

surroundings—it doesn’t get any better than this.
Here, histo

ry is every
where—from 

the woods
 to the po

rches.



Unusually comfortable cabins reflect rustic elegance, in character with  

Cabin Bluff’s history and surroundings. The main lodge and spacious  

guest cabins provide 20 rooms with private baths, and our 1,700-square  

foot conference facility is certain to spark thinking as inspired as it is 

focused. During your stay, you’ll enjoy family-style Southern cuisine 

prepared by our talented Chefs. Cabin Bluff’s distinct coastal setting 

provides unique venues for both indoor and outdoor dining experiences. 

The Great

IndoorsIndoors
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President Calvin Coolidge, Mr. Howard Coffin  

 and their wives. Circa 1927.

Indoors



HuntingHunting
Cabin Bluff has long been revered as a premier hunting destination.  

Here you can hunt in pristine quail fields accompanied by expertly trained 

Steady to Wing and Shot hunting dogs, or pursue a trophy deer, turkey and 

even wild boar. Our guides are always available whether you’re a seasoned 

hunter or taking gun in hand for the first time. And Cabin Bluff is an 

affiliate of the Beretta Trident Program with a One Trident Rating for our 

upland bird hunting. A Beretta Trident rated venue represents the best of the 

best. Fewer than 5% of destinations worldwide would merit a single trident.
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From experienced angler to complete beginner, 
truly this is a fisherman’s paradise.

Experienced anglers have long come to the Cumberland River to test their 

will and their wiles against redfish, bluefish, sea trout, tarpon and an almost 

endless list of native aquatic life. Expertly guided inshore and offshore 

charter fishing trips can be easily arranged. Whether you prefer  

the excitement of sport fishing, or light tackle trips to inlets and estuaries 

along Cumberland Island, you will not be disappointed. 

Hunting

FishingFishingFishing



The expansive grounds of Cabin Bluff offer an extraordinary variety of 

natural resources that encourage the pursuit of new adventures. Choose 

from kayaking, hiking, biking, shooting on our sporting clays course, 

swimming in our refreshing lap pool, playing tennis or bocce ball, or  

even taking a boat ride across the river to exotic Cumberland Island.

Wild horses on Cumberland Island—they’ve  been running free for almost 500 years.

Shooting c
lays on th

e marsh. 

Nature & WellnessNature & WellnessNature & Wellness

GolfGolfGolf
Designed by legendary PGA TOUR professional Davis Love III, our course 

boasts one of the few layouts of its kind. Six thoughtfully constructed 

greens – each played three distinct ways – create the eighteen hole course. 

Complex greens, well-placed bunkers and strategic water hazards blend with 

waterfront fairways to ensure a challenging, yet highly enjoyable experience 

for even the most avid golfer.



Our

PromisePromise
Astonishing natural beauty. Exceptional sports and recreation. Assured 

privacy. Rustic charm. Attention to detail that’s tailored around your 

wishes and your goals. These are the hallmarks of the complete Cabin 

Bluff experience. 

We invite you to come, convene and immerse your group in the simple, 

uncomplicated pleasures that make Cabin Bluff as remarkable and 

treasured as it has always been, and remains today. 

Promise



(912) 729-5960        P.O. Box 999, Woodbine, GA 31569        CabinBluff.com


